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Only 47 days to christmas! Be prepared... time will go quickly!

A BIG BLAZE IN PONSONBY
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11.16am 13/12/08: Text from Ross Thorby to Martin Leach in Melbourne. ‘Olympic Laundry
just burned down tonight another gallant effort by our re ghter boys ten appliances. Sorry if I
woke you.’
A few days later someone told us that there was a rumour the building had been hit by a meteorite. They
claimed the light in the sky was very bright, and it was described by others as an amazing blinding ash.
Others said it was trailing smoke and saw the object crash with an exploding noise in the Ponsonby area,
and reckons it could have started the re. See Deirdre Roelant’s editorial – page 33.
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Auckland born landscaper Philip Roche living in New York is often seen BBQing for a
large group on his roof top garden. Roche told Ponsonby News, “New Yorkers don’t
seem to entertain on a large scale as we do in New Zealand – they either can’t cook –
don’t need to cook or have a kitchen that is way too small.”
“A great supply of vacuum packed Australian (I don’t tell the Americans it’s Australian)
trimmed lamb culets or boned legs of lamb are available at about 1/3 the cost as in
New Zealand.”
His other great favorites on the ‘barbie’ are a side of salmon on a cedar plank with
lemon and olive oil – lots of grilled vegetables – carrots sweet potatoes (a poor
compromise for Kumara) and peppers. Candied Brussel Sprouts in a pan on the BB
are also a goodie - chopped with olive oil and a little honey. “I like a little charring,”
he told us.
On recent visits Philip’s cousin Bill has helped him perfect the four hour slow-roasted,
smoked leg of pork on the BBQ. “It’s easy and great for a crowd – in the US pork is
the cheapest meat unlike in New Zealand.”
The local wine places all now seem to have a great supply of New Zealand wines and
the Americans love the un-oaked Chardonnays and Sav blancs. “I also likes to slightly
chill the light NZ reds in really hot NYC summers – Kiwi wines are cheaper here than
at home as I think its less tax.”
Roche is often seen on his terrace belting the BBQ with a broom handle to break off
the ice and snow, so it can be opened and started, as he says, “why stop the BBQ in
the winter”.
Philip went to NY on holiday 15 years ago and now owns Plant specialists in
partnership with Grahame Hubbard. They install roof gardens all over NYC and most
of the time include outdoor kitchens.www.plantspecialists.com
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